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Pilot Elite shown in Modern Steel Metallic.

THE 2017 PILOT:

  UPGRADE EVERY OUTING
 A spur-of-the-moment day trip, or a night on the town. A weekend 
 drive to your favorite getaway, or a quick detour to satisfy that sweet 
 tooth. Wherever your next adventure leads you, the sleek and versatile 
 Honda Pilot will help you make the most of it.



ALL-WHEEL DRIVE:

THE WORLD IS CALLING 
Finding adventure in the Pilot is easy, thanks to the available 
intelligent Variable Torque ManagementTM (i-VTM4TM) AWD 
system. Because it allows you to get out and explore the 
world from the comfort of the driver's seat.

Pilot Elite shown in Black Forest Pearl with accessory crossbars and bike attachment. Honda reminds you to properly secure cargo items.



INTELLIGENT TRACTION MANAGEMENT
Driving to secluded beaches. Taking those 
mountainous trails. Savoring those snow-covered 
roads. With just the push of a button to select your 
mode,* your Pilot will optimize handling based on  
the terrain you find yourself taking (EX and above).

CONFIDENCE:

HERE’S YOUR 
ANSWER 

*Snow mode only on 2WD models. Snow, Mud and Sand modes on AWD models. Pilot Elite shown in Obsidian Blue Pearl with accessory crossbars and surfboard attachment.



 INTERIOR DESIGN:

 UPSCALE AND AWAY
When you sit in the Pilot, there are a few things you’ll notice right away. 
Superb styling. Upscale amenities. Attention to detail. Because when 
you’re in the Pilot, every drive is a chance to treat yourself.  

Pilot Elite shown with Gray Leather.



Pilot Elite shown with Gray Leather.  (iPhone® and cable are not included.)

INTERIOR AMENITIES:

THE FRONT SEAT OF INNOVATION
In the Pilot, forward-thinking technology doesn’t stop at the front seat. Even though 
the driver has a plethora of advanced features to choose from, rear-seat passengers 
can enjoy a range of comforts and conveniences too.

PANORAMIC ROOF

HEATED 2ND-ROW CAPTAIN’S CHAIRS

ONE -TOUCH 2ND-ROW SEATS

PANORAMIC ROOF
Follow the sun, chase the moon or just stare up at the 
sky through a panoramic roof that provides another 
way to see the world (Elite).

HEATED 2ND-ROW CAPTAIN’S CHAIRS
Although everyone rides in style in the Pilot Elite, 
2nd-row passengers enjoy the added pleasures of  
a pair of heated captain’s chairs.

ONE-TOUCH 2ND-ROW SEATS
Accessing the 3rd row is effortless. Easy-to-reach 
one-touch buttons automatically slide the 2nd-row 
seats forward without the need to push, pull or prod 
(EX-L and above).



PUSH BUTTON START

BLU-RAY REAR ENTERTAINMENT

INTEGRATED SUNSHADES

8-INCH DISPLAY AUDIOCONNECTIVITY

MULTI-INFORMATION DISPLAY

*  Drive responsibly. Some state laws prohibit the operation of handheld 
 electronic devices while operating a vehicle. For safety reasons, always 
launch your audio application or perform any other operation on your 
phone or audio device only when the vehicle is safely parked.

BLU-RAY REAR ENTERTAINMENT  
Passengers in the 2nd and 3rd rows enjoy 
high-definition entertainment thanks to a 
Blu-ray/DVD player (Touring, Elite).

MULTI-INFORMATION DISPLAY
The easy-to-read Multi-Information Display is 
right up front, ensuring that the information you 
want is always at the ready.

SIGNATURE LED HEADLIGHTS
The Pilot offers LED Daytime Running Lights  
(EX and above) with LED headlights (Elite) for a more 
stylish look and more illuminating performance. 

INTEGRATED SUNSHADES
Let the sun shine in or enjoy the shade.  
The choice is yours with easily accessible  
built-in 2nd-row shades (EX-L RES and above).

CONNECTIVITY
There are many ways to plug and play via HDMI®1 
(EX-L RES and above), multiple USB ports  
(EX and above), or an MP3/auxiliary input jack.

8-INCH DISPLAY AUDIO
By making news, social media, audio books  
and more accessible from the Display Audio 
screen, you’re never far from the info you want  
(EX and above).

HD RADIOTM2 AND DIGITAL TRAFFIC
Stay up to date on current music trends with HD 
Radio (Elite) and current traffic conditions with 
the subscription-free Honda HD Digital Traffic 
(Navigation-equipped models).

Apple CarPlayTM3

The available Apple CarPlay feature gives you 
access to several iPhone® features on the Display 
Audio touch-screen. 

ANDROID AUTOTM4

Android smartphone users can access Google 
Maps,TM Google Now,TM messages, music and  
other popular apps with the available Android 
Auto feature. 

SIGNATURE LED HEADLIGHTS



Pilot EX-L shown in White Diamond Pearl.

DUAL-POSITION REVERSIBLE CARGO LID
Flip the cargo lid up when you need a deeper space 
for taller items, or turn it over to keep the carpeted 
side clean when carrying wet or dirty items.*

FLEXIBLE CARGO MANAGEMENT
Whether you want to fit a double stroller or a 
giant cooler, the Pilot has the cargo capacity 
to help meet your needs.*

*Honda reminds you to properly secure cargo items.

 MOBILITY:

 LIMIT, LESS
 Life is all about variety. One day you’re shopping for  
groceries, the next day you’re off to the mountains  for 
a completely different kind of adventure. That’s  why 
you need a vehicle that’s as versatile as you,  and where 
the interior of the Pilot truly shines. 



5-Star Safety Ratings
More Stars. Safer Cars.

5-Star Safety Ratings
More Stars. Safer Cars.

5-Star Safety Ratings
More Stars. Safer Cars.

5-Star Safety Ratings
More Stars. Safer Cars.

* Government 5-Star Safety Ratings are part of the National Highway Traffic Safety 
 Administration's (NHTSA's) New Car Assessment Program. Model tested with 
 standard side airbags (SABs). For additional information on the 5-Star Safety Ratings 
 program, please visit www.safercar.gov.

COLLISION MITIGATION BRAKING SYSTEM

SIGNATURE LED TAILLIGHTS

MULTI-ANGLE REARVIEW CAMERA

 SAFETY / DRIVER-ASSISTIVE:

LOOKING OUT FOR YOU
The available safety and driver-assistive technologies can help you 
sense things you might miss   while driving. In some cases, they can 
even help you avoid  a collision or mitigate its severity.

5-Star Overall Vehicle Score* Models with front crash  
prevention features

COLLISION MITIGATION BRAKING SYSTEMTM (CMBSTM)5

CMBS can help bring your Pilot to a stop by 
automatically applying brake pressure when the 
system determines that a frontal collision is 
unavoidable. 

ROAD DEPARTURE MITIGATION SYSTEM (RDM)6

RDM can determine if you cross over detected lanes 
without signaling, can provide steering assistance to 
help you stay in your lane or provide braking to keep 
from leaving the roadway entirely.

LANE KEEPING ASSIST SYSTEM (LKAS)7

With your hands on the steering wheel, long highway 
drives are easier with LKAS, which subtly adjusts 
steering to help keep the Pilot centered in a 
detected lane.

ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL (ACC)8

ACC lets you set your desired speed and following 
distance, so you can use cruise control in light highway 
traffic. ACC monitors and maintains your desired 
following distance, and then automatically regulates  
or varies your speed to preserve that distance.

BLIND SPOT INFORMATION SYSTEM (BSI)9

BSI uses radar sensors to detect the presence of 
vehicles to the side and behind the Pilot, to assist you 
during lane changes. Warning indicators alert you if 
the system detects a vehicle in your blind spot.

CROSS TRAFFIC MONITOR10

Sensors at the rear corners of the Pilot can detect 
approaching vehicles from either side when backing 
up. The driver is alerted by an audible chime and 
arrows within the rearview camera display.



 PERFORMANCE:

 AT THE TOP OF ITS GAME
The Pilot comes with a 3.5-liter direct-injection V-6 EarthDreams® 
Technology engine that helps produce 280 horsepower11 and 262 lb-ft 
 of torque.11 The best part about all that power? The Pilot  still  received 
 an impressive 27-mpg highway rating.*

9-SPEED AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
The Pilot literally leads the way as the first Honda to offer a 9-speed 
transmission (Touring, Elite). And sporty paddle shifters help you 
appreciate each one.

*20 city/27 highway/23 combined mpg rating for 2WD 9AT models. Based on 2017 EPA mileage ratings. Use for comparison 
 purposes only.  Your mileage will vary depending on how you drive and maintain your vehicle, driving conditions and other factors. Pilot 2WD Touring shown in Dark Cherry Pearl.



GENUINE  ACCESSORIES

INTERIOR EX-L / TOURINGINTERIOR LX / EX

BEIGE FABRIC
PERFORATED 
BEIGE LEATHER

PERFORATED 
GRAY LEATHER

PERFORATED 
BLACK LEATHERBLACK LEATHER

GRAY LEATHERGRAY FABRIC

LUNAR SILVER METALLIC

OBSIDIAN BLUE PEARL

WHITE DIAMOND PEARL

BLACK FOREST PEARL

DARK CHERRY PEARL

STEEL SAPPHIRE METALLIC

MODERN STEEL METALLIC

CRYSTAL BLACK PEARL

BEIGE LEATHER

INTERIOR ELITE

BLACK FABRIC

For more information and complete specifications, go to pilot.honda.com

All 2017 Honda vehicles – and any Honda Genuine Accessories installed at the time of vehicle purchase – are covered by a 3-year/36,000-mile limited warranty.23  
Plus, Honda cars and trucks are covered by a 5-year/60,000-mile Limited Powertrain Warranty,23 too. For more information or assistance, see your Honda dealer  

or please give us a call at 1-800-33-Honda. 
24-hour emergency road service is available to you in the United States, Puerto Rico and Canada throughout your 3-year/36,000-mile limited warranty term.  

Services include jump-starting, flat tire and lockout assistance, towing, and more (limitations apply). Call 1-866-864-5211.

SPECIFICATIONSEXTERIOR

Honda Care® is an affordable, comprehensive 
vehicle and travel protection plan backed by 
Honda reliability, service and parts. Please 
see your Honda dealer for details.

Whether you buy or lease a Honda vehicle, 
Honda Financial Services can assist you with 
the process. Please ask your dealer which 
lease or purchase plan best suits your needs.

Manufactured to the same strict standards as 
Honda vehicles, Honda Genuine Accessories are 
the perfect way to personalize and protect your 
vehicle. Please see your Honda dealer for details.

LX EX & EX-L TOURING & ELITE

 LX

•  280-hp,11 3.5-liter i-VTEC® V-6 engine with  
direct injection

•  6-speed automatic transmission
•  Variable Cylinder ManagementTM (VCM®)
•  Hill start assist
•  Intelligent Variable Torque ManagementTM 

(i-VTM4TM) AWD system (available)
•  18-inch alloy wheels
•  Multi-angle rearview camera12 with guidelines
•  Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)13  

with Tire Fill Assist and location and  
pressure indicators

•  One-touch turn indicators
•  Rear privacy glass
•  Push button start
•  Tilt and telescopic steering column
•  Capless fuel filler
•  Illuminated steering wheel-mounted controls
•  5-inch color LCD screen
•  Bluetooth®14 HandsFreeLink® and  

streaming audio
•  USB Audio Interface15

•  4.2-inch Multi-Information Display

 EX adds to or replaces LX features

•  Intelligent Traction Management
•  Remote engine start
•  LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
•  Smart Entry
•  Fog lights
•  Honda LaneWatchTM16

•  Tri-zone automatic climate control system with 
humidity control and air filtration

•  Driver’s seat with 10-way power adjustment, 
including power lumbar support

•  SMS text message function17

•  USB Audio Interface15 (additional 2 ports)  
(3 ports total)

•  8-inch Display Audio with electrostatic 
touch-screen

•  HondaLink®18

•  Apple CarPlayTM3

•  Android AutoTM4

•  SiriusXM® Radio19

•  Pandora®20 compatibility
•  Exterior temperature indicator
•  Available Honda SensingTM suite of safety and  

driver-assistive features

 EX-L adds to or replaces EX features

•  One-touch power moonroof with tilt feature
•  Power tailgate
•  Leather-wrapped steering wheel
•  Automatic-dimming rearview mirror 
•  One-touch 2nd-row seats
•  Front passenger’s seat with 4-way power adjustment
•  Leather-trimmed interior
•  Heated front seats
•  Available Rear Entertainment System (RES)21 with 

115-volt power outlet, HDMI®1 Interface and 
integrated 2nd-row sunshades

•  Available Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation 
SystemTM22 with voice recognition and Honda  
HD Digital Traffic

TOURING adds to or replaces EX-L features

•  9-speed automatic transmission with 
Shift-By-Wire (SBW) and paddle shifters

•  20-inch alloy wheels
•  Roof rails
•  Body-colored parking sensors
•  Driver's seat with two-position memory
•  Memory-linked side mirrors with reverse gear 

 tilt-down
•  Blu-ray Rear Entertainment System (RES) with 

 115-volt power outlet, HDMI1 Interface and  
 integrated 2nd-row sunshades

•  Blue ambient LED lighting
• 2nd-row 2.5 amp USB charging ports (2)  
  (5 ports total)
•  Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System22 with 

voice recognition and Honda HD Digital Traffic
•  540-watt premium audio system with 10 

speakers, including subwoofer
•  Standard Honda Sensing suite of safety and  

driver-assistive features

 ELITE adds to or replaces Touring features

•  Intelligent Variable Torque Management 
(i-VTM4) AWD system

•  Blind spot information system (BSI)9 with  
cross traffic monitor10

•  Rain-sensing windshield wipers
•  Panoramic roof
•  LED headlights with auto-on/off and auto 

high-beam
•  Heated steering wheel
•  Perforated heated and ventilated front seats
•  Perforated heated 2nd-row captain’s chairs
•  HD RadioTM2

•  280-hp,11 3.5-liter i-VTEC® V-6 engine  
with direct injection

•  Intelligent Variable Torque ManagementTM 
(i-VTM4TM) AWD system (available)

• Multi-angle rearview camera12 with guidelines

• Rear privacy glass

• Push button start

KEY STANDARD FEATURES  
FOR ALL PILOT MODELS

1 HDMI, the HDMI Logo, and High-Definition Multimedia Interface are trademarks or registered trademarks of HDMI Licensing LLC in the United States and other countries. 2 HD RadioTM is a proprietary trademark of iBiquity Digital 
Corporation. 3 Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc. 4 Android, Android Auto and other marks are trademarks of Google Inc. 5 CMBS cannot detect all objects ahead and may not detect a given object; accuracy will vary based on 
weather, speed and other factors. System operation affected by extreme interior heat. System designed to mitigate crash forces. Driver remains responsible for safely operating vehicle and avoiding collisions. 6 Road Departure Mitigation 
only alerts drivers when lane drift is detected without a turn signal in use and can apply mild steering torque to assist driver in maintaining proper lane position and/or brake pressure to slow the vehicle's departure from a detected lane. 
RDM may not detect all lane markings or lane departures; accuracy will vary based on weather, speed and road condition. System operation affected by extreme interior heat. Driver remains responsible for safely operating vehicle and 
avoiding collisions. 7 Lane Keeping Assist System (LKAS) only assists driver in maintaining proper lane position when lane markings are identified without a turn signal in use and can only apply mild steering torque to assist. LKAS may not 
detect all lane markings; accuracy will vary based on weather, speed and road condition. System operation affected by extreme interior heat. Driver remains responsible for safely operating vehicle and avoiding collisions.  
8 ACC cannot detect all objects ahead and may not detect a given object; accuracy will vary based on weather, speed and other factors. ACC should not be used in heavy traffic, poor weather or on winding roads. ACC only includes a 
limited braking function; driver remains responsible for slowing or stopping the vehicle to avoid a collision. 9 The system is not a substitute for your own visual assessment before changing lanes. BSI may not detect all objects behind or to 
the side of a vehicle and may not detect a given object; system accuracy will vary based on weather, size of object, and speed. Driver remains responsible for safely operating vehicle and avoiding collisions. 10 Always visually confirm that it 
is safe to drive before backing up, as the rearview camera and cross traffic monitor may not provide complete information about conditions at the rear of your vehicle. Monitor cannot detect all objects behind or to the side of a vehicle and 
may not detect a given object; system accuracy will vary based on weather, size of object, and speed. Driver remains responsible for safely operating vehicle and avoiding collisions. 11 280 hp @ 6000 rpm, 262 lb-ft @ 4700 rpm (SAE net).  
12 Always visually confirm that it is safe to drive before backing up; the rearview camera display does not provide complete information about all conditions and objects at the rear of your vehicle. 13 For optimal tire wear and performance, tire 
pressure should be checked regularly with a gauge. Do not rely solely on the monitor system. Please see your Honda dealer for details. 14 The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc., and any use of such marks 
by Honda Motor Co., Ltd., is under license. 15 The USB Audio Interface is used for direct connection to and control of some current digital audio players and other USB devices that contain MP3, WMA or AAC music files. Some USB devices 
with security software and digital rights-protected files may not work. Please see your Honda dealer for details. 16 Display accuracy will vary based on weather, size of object and speed, and the display may not show all relevant traffic. The 
display is not a substitute for your own direct visual assessment of traffic conditions before changing lanes. 17 Compatible with select phones with Bluetooth.® Your wireless carrier’s rate plans apply. State or local laws may limit use of texting 
feature. Only use texting feature when conditions allow you to do so safely. 18 Depending on use, HondaLink® can transmit to Honda and its providers a vehicle’s location, speed and other operating conditions, information that may be tied to 
the vehicle identification number (VIN) and can be combined to create a track of a vehicle. For a full explanation of HondaLink functionality and Honda’s data use and privacy policy, see http://owners.honda.com/hondalink.  
19 SiriusXM services require a subscription after any trial period. If you decide to continue your SiriusXM service at the end of your trial subscription, the plan you choose will automatically renew and bill at then-current rates until you call 
SiriusXM at 1-866-635-2349 to cancel. See our Customer Agreement for complete terms at www.siriusxm.com. Fees and programming subject to change. XM satellite service is available only to those at least 18 years and older in the 48 
contiguous United States and D.C. ©2016 SiriusXM Radio Inc. Sirius, XM and all related marks and logos are trademarks of SiriusXM Radio Inc. 20 Pandora, the Pandora logo, and the Pandora trade dress are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of Pandora Media, Inc. Used with permission. Compatible with select smartphones. See: www.pandora.com/everywhere/mobile. Not all devices compatible with USB connection. Your wireless carrier’s rate plans apply.  
21 The Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation SystemTM and DVD Rear Entertainment System are only available separately on EX-L models. 22 The Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System™ is available on EX-L models and standard on 
Touring and Elite models in the United States, Canada and Puerto Rico. (Honda HD Digital Traffic service only available in the United States, except Alaska.) Please see your Honda dealer for details. 23 3-Year/36,000-Mile Limited 
Warranty. 5-Year/60,000-Mile Limited Powertrain Warranty. Ordinary maintenance or adjustments, parts subject to normal wear and replacement, and certain items are excluded. Please see your Honda dealer for the terms and 
conditions of the limited warranties. 24 NHL and the NHL Shield are registered trademarks of the National Hockey League. ©NHL 2016. All Rights Reserved. 25 The Twitter bird logo and Stylized V logo are trademarks of Twitter, Inc., or its 
affiliates. iPhone is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. Honda reminds you and your passengers to always use seat belts and appropriate child seats. Children 12 and under are safest when properly restrained in the rear seat. 
Specifications, features, illustrations and equipment shown in this brochure are based upon latest available information at the time of printing. Although descriptions are believed to be correct, accuracy cannot be guaranteed. American 
Honda Motor Co., Inc., reserves the right to make changes at any time, without notice or obligation, in colors, specifications, accessories, materials and models. Some features mentioned herein are not available in all areas. Please see your 
Honda dealer for details. Some vehicles may be shown with optional equipment. Available = Optional. All images contained herein are either owned by American Honda Motor Co., Inc., or used under a valid license. It is a violation of 
federal law to reproduce these images without express written permission from American Honda Motor Co., Inc., or the individual copyright owner of such images. Honda Financial Services is a DBA of Honda Financial Services is a DBA of 
American Honda Finance Corporation. Honda, the H mark symbol, Honda Care, Honda LaneWatch, HondaLink, Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System, Honda Sensing, Advanced Compatibility Engineering, ACE, Collision Mitigation 
Braking System, CMBS, EarthDreams, ECON logo, HandsFreeLink, i VTEC, i-VTM4, Variable Torque Management, Variable Cylinder Management, VCM, Vehicle Stability Assist and VSA are trademarks of Honda Motor Co., Ltd.  
© 2016 American Honda Motor Co., Inc. Pilot EX-L shown on front cover (top image) with accessory body side molding and illuminated running boards. Pilot EX-L shown on front cover (lower image) with accessory trailer hitch. 



Join the millions of other Honda fans and connect with us socially.25

Powerful. Agile. Versatile enough to handle 

almost any condition. It’s no wonder Honda  

is the official vehicle of the NHL.®24


